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I’ve occasionally wondered how long it would take to get out of prison with a file….

I seriously thought that the a lot had been
retconned into the engrish language

I almost forgot!! Becca sent me some
pictures of her preparing the key cake!
And while I’m covering old bits and odds,
The computer guy at my work has
informed me that t’was not he that made
his office so, apparently the picture I took
was *after* he had removed two piles of
boxes that our intern had snuck in. I’m
still guessing the he made the leaning
tower on his desk, but none the less.
Also, James informed me that the alot

isn’t a word, it’s a mythical beast!
(whodathunk!) Speeking of that,
several aspersions have been made
towrd my awesum spilleng! (I
know, me fail English! That’s unpossible!) What can I say, I write
this up as the last thing I do every
day :p I try to read it through, but
sometimes my wee synapse light
bulbs (or lub-lubs as my dad likes to
inform me I used to pronounce

This is the ‘after’ photo 

them – perhaps that’s when the
trouble started…) aren’t always
lighting up like they ought :D Work
was pretty…worky today. The major
item of excitement was finding out
that I have to drive over to the ship
on Friday because they are testing
the emergency generator and I have
to
shutdown/restart
all
the
computerboxes before/after the test.

Stepth’s got yer tickets to the
gun show right here :D

up for it 

Eeeeyah! (she’s laughing with me, not at
me, I swear….)

Oh that, and I re-did all the
paperwork for my benefits. I’ve filled
out the exact same information on so
many forms that… well…. Lets just
say that there are some very well
informed bits of paper floating about
the bureaucrasphere (and sometimes
my spelleieing is one purpose, I
swears..) After that it was workout
time with Steph. I thought I was in ok
shape but she kinda mopped the floor with me. I
made sure to get her from her good angles to make

**** Don’t read after this if you’re Dana!!! ****
That’s right, just try to resist!!!
Well I suppose you can read it seeing as your birthday gift was your idea :p
My friend Dana wants to do
a laser obstacle course for
her birthday, like they
showed in one episode of the
big bang theory. So My
friend Hai-Yue and I set
about ordering parts. I also
Every year moving out college kids put washers
got a few knickknacks from
and dryers on the street for free. I’d have ten if I
home depot and Radio
could! I swear I’m not a hoarder.....
Schnack.
Hey Allison!! Where
does home depot keep
the soap! 

Ahhhh  Not going to lie, sometimes I’m
surprised at what you don’t get kicked out of
stores for… :D
Home Depot lets you try thinking
thrones before you buy!

I love going to home depot! It makes me
wish I had a house to put twenty washers
and dryers in! It also gave me a chance to
clean off after my workout and to catch up
on some emails 

I have an IR tripwire kit that I
repurposed, and to make there be
more than one beam I got a mirror
from home depot. I got a relatively
cheap one, and I spent a bit of a while

The mirror with some of the backing off.

trying to turn it into a front reflecting
mirror (read, removed the backing,
used paint stripper to remove the gray
Me attending youtube glass cutting university

paint and expose the silver, found out
that the stripper & acetone leave a
junk surface on the silver and that the
original mirror works better  )
Anyhow, I had a bit of trouble cutting
it up, but after a quick youtube video
(thanks user artidmembers !) I was an
Starting to strip the grey paint on the mirror
expert cutter  I reduced the mirror
into strips, and I’ll make the strips into squares as needed when the mounts
come in (hooray for cheap overnight shipping!) I put up a video of the
working gadget here:
http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=5DeN
r9xgR7I
:D :D :D I can’t wait
for the party!!
It’s all smoke and mirrors!! :D

Oh, and my mushroom prints…. Turned out? I don’t really know, they’re
my first ones. One of the mushrooms didn’t put down anything, which gives
me an inkling that I maaaaay have done something wrong…..

Sadly my friend is the one with the mushroom ID book, so until proven
otherwise, from one side to the other, The Oregonian Unknowium, The
Shrivelanthemum, and the you-might-not-want-to-eat-me aceaum.

Until tomorrow,
Dave
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

